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Here is a sample: The New Plan to Bail Out ‘Too-Big-to-Fail’ Banks 


I found this article very informing for myself about what a "living will" is for banks. Before reading this this, I 
had thought that for big U.S. banks, only the government was able to bail them out while using taxpayer 
money or they just let them fail. However, after reading this article I found out that a living will for a bank is 
“that would allow them to be dismantled and shut down if they got into trouble without taxpayers taking a 
hit” (Carney). In this piece, it discusses how regulators are trying to come up with laws that would “prevent 
taxpayers from having to ever again bail out big banks” (Carney). Banks are now creating a new type of 
living will “that would allow their most important parts to keep functioning, even if the parent company has 
to file for bankruptcy” (Carney). They would do this by creating a holding company that would “sit between 
the shareholder-owned parent company and its subsidiaries” (Carney). I found this information a bit 
shocking because it allows the subsidiaries to stay afloat while the parent company goes under, which could 
mean that the subsidiaries could work together and create the same bank that went under or create a whole 
new bank. Does anyone find this a bit shocking and scary that if a large US bank does fail it can in a sense 
rebuild itself through its subsidiaries with the same personal that allowed it to fail before? Also, does anyone 
have more insight into what a living will is and how it works? 


 




http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-new-plan-to-bail-out-too-big-to-fail-banks-1476264604
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